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Abstract
We study the quasilinear elliptic inequality
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 ≥ (Iα ∗ up)uq in RN \B1, N ≥ 1,
where p > 0, q, µ ∈ R, m > 1 and Iα is the Riesz potential of order α ∈ (0, N). We
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of positive solutions.
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1 Introduction and the main results
In this paper we are concerned with the following quasilinear elliptic inequality
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 ≥ (Iα ∗ up)uq in RN \B1, N ≥ 1, (1.1)
where B1 ⊂ RN denotes the open unit ball, ∆mu = div(|∇u|m−2∇u), m > 1 is the
m−Laplace operator of u and p > 0, q, µ ∈ R, α ∈ (0, N).
Throughout this paper, Iα : RN → R denotes the Riesz potential of order α ∈
(0, N), N ≥ 1, given by (see, e.g., [11])
Iα(x) =
Aα
|x|N−α , with Aα =
Γ
(
N−α
2
)
Γ(α2
)
piN/22α
= C(N,α) > 0, (1.2)
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and Iα ∗ up is the convolution operation which is given by
(Iα ∗ up)(x) =
∫
RN\B1
Iα(x− y)up(y)dy.
We say that u ∈W 1,mloc (RN \B1) ∩ C(RN \B1) is a positive solution of (1.1) if
(i) (Iα ∗ up)uq ∈ L1loc(RN \B1) and u > 0;
(ii) u satisfies ∫
RN\B1
up(y)
1 + |y|N−αdy <∞; (1.3)
(iii) for any φ ∈ C∞c (RN \B1), φ ≥ 0 we have∫
RN\B1
(
|∇u|m−2∇u∇φ− µ|x|mu
m−1φ
)
≥
∫
RN\B1
(Iα ∗ up)uqφ.
Note that condition (1.3) is needed since we require Iα ∗ up <∞ a.e. in RN \B1.
An important role in our analysis will be played by the quantity
CH =
∣∣∣N −m
m
∣∣∣m, (1.4)
which is the optimal constant in the Hardy inequality∫
RN
|∇φ|m ≥ CH
∫
RN
|φ|m
|x|m for all φ ∈ C
1
c (RN ). (1.5)
We consider the inequality (1.1) in RN \B1, but our approach can be carried over
to the case where (1.1) is posed in any open set Ω ⊂ RN with the properties: RN \Ω
is bounded and 0 6∈ Ω. In [7] we studied nonlocal inequalities for general quasilinear
operators of type
− div[A(x, u,∇u)] ≥ (Iα ∗ up)uq in Ω ⊂ RN , (1.6)
for three types of open sets Ω as follows: (i) Ω is bounded; (ii) Ω is the exterior of
a closed ball; (iii) Ω = RN . Also, the differential operator A in (1.6) is required to
satisfy minimal structural assumptions, namely, to be a weakly-m-coercive operator,
that is,
A(x, u, η) · η ≥ c|A(x, u, η)|m′ for all (x, u, η) ∈ Ω× [0,∞)× RN , (1.7)
where m′ = m/(m− 1) > 1 and c > 0 is a constant.
The present work, already announced in [7], investigates the influence of the Hardy
term µum−1/|x|m in (1.1) as well as the more general inequality
− div[A(x, u,∇u)]− µ|x|θ u
m−1 ≥ (Iα ∗ up)uq in RN \B1, (1.8)
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where µ, θ ∈ R and A is weakly-m-coercive operator as given in (1.7).
Our study is motivated by the semilinear elliptic inequality
−∆u+ λ|x|γ u ≥ (Iα ∗ u
p)uq in RN \B1, (1.9)
which was considered in [13]. The equation
−∆u+ λu = (Iα ∗ up)uq
is known in the literature as the Choquard or Choquard-Pekar equation and arises
in many areas of mathematical modelling of real life phenomena with direct links to
quantum physics. We only mention here the recent works [2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16]
to illustrate this aspect.
Another motivation for our study comes from [10] where the authors consider the
inequality
−∆pu− µ|x|pu
p−1 ≥ C|x|σ u
q,
in exterior domains of RN , N ≥ 2 where p > 1, q, σ, µ ∈ R. We also refer the reader
to [5, 12] for a wide range of quasilinear elliptic inequalities.
Let us point out that our approach is distinct to that in [13]. One key argument
in the approach of (1.9) is the nonlocal version of the Agmon-Allegretto-Piepenbrink
positivity principle (see [13, Proposition 3.2]). As we have already emphasized in
[7], this approach relies essentially on the linear character of the differential operator
in (1.9) and does not carry over to a quasilinear setting such as (1.1). In turn, we
provide useful a priori estimates (see Lemma 3.1 in Section 3) which allow us to obtain
optimal conditions for the existence of a solution to (1.1).
The existence of a solution to (1.1) is related to the power-type equation
− β|β|m−2(β(m− 1) +N −m) = µ, (1.10)
which has real solutions if and only if µ ≤ CH . In such a case, we denote by β− ≤ β+
the two solutions of equation (1.10), which are distinct if µ < CH .
If N > m we have the following result concerning (1.1).
Theorem 1.1. Assume N > m > 1, p > 0, q, µ ∈ R and α ∈ (0, N). Then (1.1) has
a positive solution if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) µ ≤ CH ;
(ii) p > α|β−| ;
(iii) p+ q > m− 1 + m+α|β−| ;
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(iv)

q > m− 1− N −m− α|β−| if α > N −m;
q ≥ m− 1 if α = N −m;
q > m− 1− N −m− α
N
p if α < N −m;
q > m− 1− N −m− α|β+| if α < N −m and µ > 0.
Figure 1: The existence region (shaded) for positive solutions to (1.1) in the case
N > m > 1, α ≥ N −m
and µ ≤ CH .
Figure 1 above concerns the case α ≥ N−m > 0 and µ ≤ CH in Theorem 1.1. The
shaded region depicts the existence set in the pq plane. Figures 2–3 below illustrate
the existence region in Theorem 1.1 for 0 < α < N −m. These are in line with [13,
Theorem 9] related to the semilinear inequality (1.9).
If N ≤ m we have the following result concerning (1.1).
Theorem 1.2. Assume m > 1, m ≥ N ≥ 1, p > 0, q, µ ∈ R and α ∈ (0, N). Then
(1.1) has a positive solution if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) µ < 0;
(ii) p > α|β−| ;
(iii) p+ q > m− 1 + m+α|β−| ;
4
Figure 2: The existence region (shaded) for positive solutions to (1.1) in the case
N > m > 1, α < N −m
and µ ≤ 0.
Figure 3: The existence region (shaded) for positive solutions to (1.1) in the case
N > m > 1, α < N −m
and 0 < µ ≤ CH .
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(iv) q > m− 1− N−m−α|β−| .
The existence set in Theorem 1.2 is similar to the one depicted in Figure 1 above.
The remaining of our paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we collect some
preliminary facts which will be used in our approach. In Section 3 we study the
nonexistence results of solutions to the general quasilinear elliptic inequality (1.8).
Finally, Section 4 contains the proofs of our main results.
2 Preliminary results
In this section we collect some preliminary facts that we use in our approach. We
start with a basic result on the behaviour of the function
G(β) = −β|β|m−2(β(m− 1) +N −m) , β ∈ R. (2.1)
Lemma 2.1. Let N ∈ R, m > 1 and CH =
∣∣N−m
m
∣∣m.
(i) One has G(β) ≤ CH for all β ∈ R with equality if and only if β = β∗ := m−Nm .
(ii) If µ ≤ CH , then the set of all real numbers β such that G(β) ≥ µ is a finite
interval [β−, β+] with β− ≤ β∗ ≤ β+. In addition, one has β− = β∗ = β+ when
µ = CH .
(iii) If N > m and µ ≤ CH , then β− ≤ β∗ < 0. If N ≤ m and µ < 0, then
β− < 0 < β+. If N ≤ m and 0 ≤ µ ≤ CH , then 0 ≤ β− ≤ β∗.
Proof. Using the definition (2.1), one easily find that
G′(β) = −(m− 1)|β|m−2(mβ +N −m).
In particular, G is increasing on (−∞, β∗) and decreasing on (β∗,∞), so its maximum
value is G(β∗) = CH . Since G(0) = 0 and G(β)→ −∞ as β → ±∞, the result follows
easily.
Proposition 2.2. (See [10, Theorem 3.4]) The inequality
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 ≥ 0 in RN \B1, (2.2)
has positive solutions if and only if µ ≤ CH , where CH is the optimal Hardy constant
defined in (1.4). Furthermore, if µ ≤ CH and u is a positive solution to (2.2), then
there exists a constant c > 0 such that
u ≥ c|x|β− in RN \B2. (2.3)
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Our next result concerns the nonexistence of positive solutions to
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 ≥ C|x|σ u
q in RN \B1. (2.4)
Proposition 2.3. (See [10, Sections 4.1 and 4.3])
Let C > 0, m > 1 and µ ≤ CH . If one of the following conditions hold:
(i) q ≥ m− 1 and σ ≤ β−(q −m+ 1) +m;
(ii) q < m− 1, µ < CH and σ ≤ β+(q −m+ 1) +m;
(iii) q < m− 1, µ = CH and σ < β+(q −m+ 1) +m;
(iv) −1 ≤ q < m− 1, µ = CH and σ = β+(q −m+ 1) +m;
then (2.4) has no positive solution.
Lemma 2.4. Let α ∈ (0, N), p > 0 and f ∈ L1loc(RN \B1) ∩ C(RN \B1), f ≥ 0.
(i) There exists C > 0 such that
(Iα ∗ f)(x) ≥ C|x|α−N for any x ∈ RN \B2.
(ii) If f(x) ≥ c|x|β in RN \B1 for some c > 0, then,{
(Iα ∗ fp)(x) =∞ if α+ pβ ≥ 0
(Iα ∗ fp)(x) ≥ C|x|α+pβ if α+ pβ < 0
in RN \B1,
for some C > 0.
(iii) If f(x) ≤ c|x|γ logτ (s|x|) in RN \ B1 for some c > 0, τ ≥ 0 > γ, s > 1 and
α+ pγ < 0, then
(Iα ∗ fp)(x) ≤ C

|x|α+pγ logpτ (s|x|) if p|γ| < N
|x|α−N log1+pτ (s|x|) if p|γ| = N
|x|α−N if p|γ| > N
in RN \B1.
Proof. (i) For any x ∈ RN \B2 we have
(Iα ∗ f)(x) ≥ C
∫
3/2<|y|<2
f(y)
|x− y|N−αdy ≥ C
∫
3/2<|y|<2
f(y)
|2x|N−αdy =
C
|x|N−α .
(ii) We have
(Iα ∗ fp)(x) ≥ C
∫
|y|≥2|x|
|y|pβ
|x− y|N−αdy ≥ C
∫
|y|≥2|x|
|y|α−N+pβdy = C
∞∫
2|x|
tα+pβ
dt
t
,
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and the conclusion follows.
(iii) For x ∈ RN \B1 we estimate
(Iα ∗ fp)(x) ≤
∫
|y|≥2|x|
Aαf(y)
p dy
|x− y|N−α +
∫
1
2
|x|≤|y|≤2|x|
Aαf(y)
p dy
|x− y|N−α +
∫
1
2
|x|≥|y|
Aαf(y)
p dy
|x− y|N−α .
For the first integral on the right-hand side, one has |y| ≥ 2|x|, so |x−y| ≥ |y|− |x| ≥
1
2 |y| and∫
|y|≥2|x|
Aαf(y)
p dy
|x− y|N−α ≤ C
∫
|y|≥2|x|
logpτ (s|y|) dy
|y|N−α−pγ ≤ C|x|
α+pγ logpτ (s|x|).
The exact same estimate holds for the second integral because∫
1
2
|x|≤|y|≤2|x|
Aαf(y)
p dy
|x− y|N−α ≤ C|x|
pγ logpτ (s|x|)
∫
1
2
|x|≤|y|≤2|x|
dy
|x− y|N−α
≤ C|x|α+pγ logpτ (s|x|).
Next, we turn to the third integral. If 12 |x| ≥ |y|, then |x− y| ≥ |x| − |y| ≥ 12 |x|, so∫
1
2
|x|≥|y|
Aαf(y)
p dy
|x− y|N−α ≤ C|x|
α−N logpτ (s|x|)
∫
1
2
|x|≥|y|
|y|pγ dy.
The result now follows by considering the cases pγ > −N , pγ = −N and pγ <
−N .
Remark 2.5. A direct and useful calculation shows that:
(i) If u(x) = κ|x|γ, γ ∈ R, κ > 0 then
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 = κm−1(G(γ)− µ)|x|γ(m−1)−m in RN \B1, (2.5)
where G is defined in (2.1).
(ii) If u(x) = κ|x|γ logτ (s|x|) where
τ ∈ R , κ > 0 > γ and |γ| log s > τ,
then
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 =κm−1|x|γ(m−1)−m logτ(m−1) (s|x|)×
×
[
−µ+
(
|γ| − τ
log
(
s|x|))m−2(a+ blog (s|x|) + clog2 (s|x|)
)]
,
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where
a = |γ|[γ(m− 1) + (N −m)],
b = −τ[2γ(m− 1) + (N −m)],
c = −τ(τ − 1)(m− 1).
(2.6)
Furthermore,
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 =κm−1|x|γ(m−1)−m logτ(m−1) (s|x|)×
×
[
A+
B
log
(
s|x|) + Clog2 (s|x|) + . . .
]
in RN \B1,
(2.7)
where
A = G(γ)− µ,
B = |γ|m−3[b|γ| − (m− 2)aτ] = −τ |γ|(m− 1)[mγ + (N −m)],
C = |γ|m−4
[
cγ2 + bγτ(m− 2) + (m− 2)(m− 3)
2
aτ2
]
.
(2.8)
3 Non-existence results for general differential operators
We establish some nonexistence results for solutions to a general quasilinear elliptic
inequality
− div[A(x, u,∇u)]− µ|x|θ u
m−1 ≥ (Iα ∗ up)uq in RN \B1, (3.1)
where µ, θ ∈ R and A is weakly-m-coercive (in short W -m-C) as stated in (1.7).
Typical examples that satisfy (1.7) are the standard m-Laplace operator
A(x, u, η) = |η|m−2η , m > 1
and the m-mean curvature operator given by
A(x, u, η) = |η|
m−2√
1 + |η|m η , m ≥ 2.
In order to establish the nonexistence results for (3.1) we first obtain a priori estimates
for solutions u ∈ C(RN \B1) ∩W 1,1loc (RN \B1) of the general inequality
− div[A(x, u,∇u)]− µ|x|θ u
m−1 ≥ f(x) in RN \B1, (3.2)
where f ∈ L1loc(RN \B1) and µ, θ ∈ R. Solutions of (3.2) are understood in the weak
sense, that is,
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• A(x, u,∇u) ∈ L1loc(RN \B1)N ;
• µ|x|θ um−1 ∈ L1loc(RN \B1);
• for any function ϕ ∈ C∞c (RN \B1) with ϕ ≥ 0, one has∫
RN\B1
A(x, u,∇u) · ∇ϕ−
∫
RN\B1
µ|x|−θum−1ϕ ≥
∫
RN\B1
f(x)ϕ. (3.3)
In our first result of this section we provide a priori estimates for solutions of (3.1).
Lemma 3.1. Assume A is W -m-C for some m > 1 and u is a positive solution of
(3.2). Fix a test function φ ∈ C∞c (RN \B1) such that 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 and
suppφ ⊂ B4R \BR/2, φ = 1 in B2R \BR, |∇φ| ≤ C/R in RN \B1, (3.4)
where C > 0 and R > 2. Then, for any λ > m, there exists a constant C > 0
independent of R such that∫
RN\B1
f(x)u1−mφλ ≤ CRN−m + CRN−θ. (3.5)
Proof. We follow the method of test functions devised in [1]. Using ϕ = u1−mφλ in
(3.3), one finds that∫
RN\B1
f(x)u1−mφλ ≤
∫
RN\B1
(1−m)u−mφλA(x, u,∇u) · ∇u
+
∫
RN\B1
λφλ−1u1−mA(x, u,∇u) · ∇φ− µ
∫
RN\B1
|x|−θφλ.
(3.6)
Since m > 1, the property (1.7) implies
(1−m)u−mφλA(x, u,∇u) · ∇u ≤ (1−m)C1u−mφλ|A(x, u,∇u)|m′ .
On the other hand, Young’s inequality ensures that
λφλ−1u1−mA(x, u,∇u) · ∇φ ≤ (m− 1)C1u−mφλ|A(x, u,∇u)|m′
+ C(λ,m)φλ−m|∇φ|m.
Adding the last two estimates and returning to (3.6), we conclude that∫
RN\B1
f(x)u1−mφλ ≤ C(λ,m)
∫
RN\B1
φλ−m|∇φ|m − µ
∫
RN\B1
|x|−θφλ.
The result now follows easily using the properties (3.4) of the test function φ.
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As a consequence of the above result we find:
Lemma 3.2. Assume A is W -m-C for some m > 1 and let u be a positive solution
of (3.1). Then(∫
B2R\B1
up
)(∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1
)
≤ CR2N−min(θ,m)−α for all R > 2.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.1, one has∫
B2R\BR
(Iα ∗ up)uq−m+1 ≤ CRN−min(θ,m) for all R > 2.
If x ∈ B2R \BR and y ∈ B2R \B1, then |x− y| ≤ |x|+ |y| ≤ 4R so
(Iα ∗ up)(x) ≥ C
∫
B2R\B1
u(y)p
|x− y|N−α dy ≥ CR
α−N
∫
B2R\B1
u(y)p dy.
The result now follows easily by combining the last two estimates.
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section which concerns
the nonexistence of positive solutions to inequality (3.1).
Theorem 3.3. Assume A is W -m-C for some m > 1 and one of the following
conditions holds.
(i) p+ q > m− 1, q ≤ m− 1 and q < m− 1 + min(θ,m)+α−NN p;
(ii) p+ q > m− 1, q < m− 1 and q = m− 1 + min(θ,m)+α−NN p;
(iii) p+ q = m− 1 and min(θ,m) > −α;
(iv) p+ q < m− 1 and min(θ,m) ≥ −α.
Then (3.1) has no positive solutions.
Proof. (i) Assume first that q = m − 1 which also implies N < min(θ,m) + α. By
Lemma 3.2, ∫
B2R\B1
updx ≤ CRN−min(θ,m)−α for all R > 2.
Letting R→∞ in the above estimate, we conclude that (1.1) has no positive solutions.
Assume next that q < m− 1. Using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we estimate∫
B2R\BR
1 ≤
(∫
B2R\BR
up
) m−1−q
p+m−1−q
(∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1
) p
p+m−1−q
, (3.7)
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which we rewrite as
CRN ≤
[( ∫
B2R\BR
up
)(∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1
)] m−1−q
p+m−1−q
(∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1
) p−m+1+q
p+m−1−q
.
Now, by Lemma 3.2 we deduce that
CRN ≤ C(R2N−min(θ,m)−α) m−1−qp+m−1−q(∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1
) p−m+1+q
p+m−1−q
for all R > 2 which yields∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1 ≥ CRN+
(min(θ,m)+α)(m−1−q)
p+q−m+1 for all R > 2. (3.8)
Again by Lemma 3.2 we have(∫
B2R\B1
up
)(∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1
)
≤ CR2N−min(θ,m)−α for all R > 2. (3.9)
Therefore, ∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1 ≤ CR
2N−min(θ,m)−α∫
B4\B1 u
p
≤ CR2N−min(θ,m)−α. (3.10)
From (3.8) and (3.10) we deduce
C1R
N+
(min(θ,m)+α)(m−1−q)
p+q−m+1 ≤
∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1 ≤ C2R2N−min(θ,m)−α for all R > 2.
Since q < m− 1 + min(θ,m)+α−NN p, the above inequality cannot hold for large enough
R > 2. Hence, equation (3.1) cannot have positive solutions.
(ii) When q < m− 1 and q = m− 1 + min(θ,m)+α−NN p, the argument above gives
C1R
2N−min(θ,m)−α ≤
∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1 ≤ C2R2N−min(θ,m)−α for all R > 2. (3.11)
Since
p
p+m− 1− q =
N
2N −min(θ,m)− α,
estimate (3.7) yields
CRN ≤
(∫
B2R\BR
up
) m−1−q
p+m−1−q
· CRN for all R > 2.
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Hence ∫
B2R\BR
up ≥ C for all R > 2,
which shows that
∫
RN\B1 u
p = ∞ and then ∫B2R\B1 up → ∞ as R → ∞. Further,
from (3.9) we have∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1 ≤ CR
2N−min(θ,m)−α∫
B2R\B1 u
p
= o(R2N−min(θ,m)−α) as R→∞,
which contradicts the first estimate in (3.11).
(iii) Assume that p+ q = m− 1 and min(θ,m) > −α. By Lemma 3.2, we have(∫
B2R\B1
up
)(∫
B2R\BR
u−p
)
≤ CR2N−min(θ,m)−α for all R > 2. (3.12)
On the other hand, Ho¨lder’s inequality gives
CR2N =
(∫
B2R\BR
1
)2 ≤ (∫
B2R\BR
up
)(∫
B2R\BR
u−p
)
for all R > 2. (3.13)
Since min(θ,m)+α > 0, the estimates (3.12) and (3.13) cannot hold for large enough
R > 2. This shows that (3.1) cannot have positive solutions.
(iv) Assume that p+q < m−1 and min(θ,m) ≥ −α. We apply Ho¨lder’s inequality
to derive (3.7) which we may rewrite as
CRN ≤
(∫
B2R\BR
up
)m−1−p−q
p+m−1−q
[( ∫
B2R\BR
up
)(∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1
)] p
p+m−1−q
.
Using the estimate in Lemma 3.2, we find
RN ≤ C
(
R2N−min(θ,m)−α
) p
p+m−1−q
(∫
B2R\BR
up
)m−1−p−q
p+m−1−q
for all R > 2,
which implies ∫
B2R\BR
up ≥ CRN+
p(min(θ,m)+α)
m−1−p−q for all R > 2. (3.14)
On the other hand, since Iα ∗ up <∞ yields∫
RN\B1
u(x)p
|x|N−α dx <∞,
which further implies
Rα−N
∫
B2R\BR
up ≤ C for all R > 2.
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Combining this with (3.14), we find
C1R
N−α ≥
∫
B2R\BR
up ≥ C2RN+
p(min(θ,m)+α)
m−1−p−q for all R > 2,
which gives a contradiction because N − α < N ≤ N + p(min(θ,m)+α)m−1−p−q by assumption.
4 Proof of the main results
We first provide two nonexistence results related to (1.1).
Proposition 4.1. Let p > 0, q, µ ∈ R and α ∈ (0, N).
If one of the following conditions hold:
(i) m− 1 < q ≤ m− 1− N−m−α|β−| and α > N −m;
(ii) m− 1 ≤ p+ q ≤ m− 1 + m+α|β−| ;
then (1.1) has no positive solutions.
Proof. (i) Using Lemma 2.4(i), we have (Iα ∗up)(x) ≥ c|x|α−N in RN \B2. Therefore,
inequality (1.1) implies
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 ≥ c|x|α−Nuq in RN \B2. (4.1)
Taking σ = N − α in Proposition 2.3(i), we find that if
N − α ≤ β−(q −m+ 1) +m,
which further yields
q ≤ m− 1− N −m− α|β−| ,
then, inequality (1.1) has no positive solution.
(ii) We note first that β− < 0 otherwise, from (2.3) and Lemma 2.4(ii) we deduce
Iα ∗ up = ∞, contradiction. Hence, β− < 0 wich corresponds to −∞ < µ ≤ CH if
N > m, and −∞ < µ < 0 if N ≤ m.
We divide our argument into two cases.
Case 1: p+ q < m− 1 + m+α|β−| . By Ho¨lder inequality we estimate(∫
B2R\BR
up
)(∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1
)
≥
(∫
B2R\BR
u
p+q−m+1
2
)2
for all R > 2.
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Using Lemma 3.2 (taking θ = m) together with the estimate u ≥ C|x|β− in RN \B2
we find
C1R
2N−m−α ≥
(∫
B2R\BR
u
p+q−m+1
2
)2 ≥ C2R2N+(p+q−m+1)β− for all R > 2.
However, this is a contradiction as 2N −m− α < 2N + (p+ q −m+ 1)β−.
Case 2: p+ q = m− 1 + m+α|β−| .
In view of (2.3) and Lemma 2.4(ii) we must have
p >
α
|β−| and Iα ∗ u
p ≥ c|x|α+pβ− in RN \B2.
Thus, u satisfies
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 ≥ c|x|α+pβ−uq in RN \B2. (4.2)
Assume first q ≥ m − 1. Then, by Proposition 2.3(i) with σ = −α + p|β−| we
deduce that if p+ q = m− 1 + m+α|β−| then, inequality (1.1) has no positive solutions.
We discuss next the case q < m−1. By estimate (3.7) (which follows from Ho¨lder’s
inequality) and Lemma 3.2 we find
CRN =
∫
B2R\BR
1 ≤
(∫
B2R\BR
up
) m−1−q
p+m−1−q
(∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1
) p
p+m−1−q
=
(∫
B2R\BR
up
)m−1−q−p
p+m−1−q
[( ∫
B2R\BR
up
)(∫
B2R\BR
uq−m+1
)] p
p+m−1−q
≤ c(R2N−m−α) pp+m−1−q(∫
B2R\BR
up
)m−1−q−p
p+m−1−q
.
Since p+ q > m− 1 the above inequality yields∫
B2R\BR
up ≤ CRN+pβ− for all R > 2. (4.3)
Let us observe now that for κ > 0 sufficiently small and 0 < τ < 1/(m − 1 − q), the
function
v(x) = κ|x|β− logτ (s|x|)
satisfies
−∆mv − µ|x|m v
m−1 ≤ c|x|α+pβ−vq in RN \B2, (4.4)
where c > 0 is the constant from (4.2). Indeed, the left-hand side in (4.4) can be
computed using (2.7) in which we have A = G(β−)−µ = 0 in (2.8). Thus, the power
of the logarithmic term in (2.7) is at most τ(m−1)−1 < τq which shows that v fulfills
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(4.4). Taking now κ > 0 small enough such that u ≥ v on ∂B2, by the comparison
principle in [10, Theorem 2.1] it follows that u ≥ v in RN \B2. Thus,
u(x) ≥ κ|x|β− logτ (s|x|) in RN \B2.
Now, from the above estimate and (4.3) we find
cRN+pβ
−
logpτ (sR) ≤
∫
B2R\BR
up ≤ CRN+pβ− for all R > 2,
which is a contradiction for large R > 2, since τ > 0.
In the next result we provide conditions for nonexistence of a positive solution to
(1.1) separately for m ≥ N and N > m.
Proposition 4.2. Let p > 0, q, µ ∈ R.
(i) If m ≥ N and one of the following conditions hold:
(i1) 0 ≤ µ ≤ CH ;
(i2) µ < 0 and p ≤ α|β−| ;
then (1.1) has no positive solutions.
(ii) If N > m > 1 and one of the following conditions hold:
(ii1) p ≤ α|β−| ;
(ii2) q ≤ m− 1− N−m−α|β+| , µ > 0 and α < N −m;
then (1.1) has no positive solutions.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction and suppose that (1.1) has a positive solution u.
By Proposition 2.2 we have u ≥ c|x|β− in RN \B2.
(i1) Assume m ≥ N and 0 ≤ µ ≤ CH . Then β− ≥ 0 by Lemma 2.1(iii) and so
α+pβ− > 0. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4(ii), (Iα∗up)(x) =∞ for all x ∈ RN \B2, which
contradicts the fact that (Iα ∗ up)uq ∈ L1loc(RN \ B1). Hence, (1.1) has no positive
solution.
(i2) Assume m ≥ N and µ < 0. Then β− < 0 by Lemma 2.1(iii) and so
α+ pβ− = α− p|β−| ≥ 0
by condition (i2). Hence, by Lemma 2.4(ii), (Iα ∗ up)(x) = ∞ for all x ∈ RN \ B2,
which contradicts the fact that (Iα ∗ up)uq ∈ L1loc(RN \B1) and (1.1) has no positive
solution.
(ii1) When N > m, we have β− < 0 by Lemma 2.1(iii), so one may proceed as in
(i2) to conclude that (1.1) has no positive solution.
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(ii2) By Lemma 2.4(i) we have that u is a solution of (4.1) for some constant
c > 0. Since N > m and µ > 0 we have β+ < 0.
If µ < CH we apply Proposition 2.3(ii) with σ = N − α to deduce that (1.1) has
no solutions. If µ = CH then Proposition 2.3(iii)-(iv) with σ = N −α yields the same
conclusion.
4.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Conditions (i)-(iii) follow from Proposition 2.2, Proposition 4.2(ii1), Proposition 4.1(ii)
and Theorem 3.3(iii)-(iv). Also, condition (iv) in Theorem 1.1 follows from Proposi-
tion 4.1(i), Proposition 4.2(ii2) and Theorem 3.3(ii)-(iv).
Suppose now that conditions (i)-(iv) in Theorem 1.1 hold. To construct a positive
solution of (1.1), we divide our argument into two cases.
Case 1: µ < CH . In this case, we construct a solution of the form
u(x) = κ|x|γ , (4.5)
where β− < γ < min{β+, 0} and κ > 0 is sufficiently small. According to (2.5), one
has
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 = κm−1(G(γ)− µ)|x|γ(m−1)−m in RN \B1.
Since β− < γ < β+ by assumption, the constant G(γ)− µ is positive and we get
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 = C1κm−1|x|γ(m−1)−m in RN \B1. (4.6)
Subcase 1a: If −Np ≤ β−, then we may choose the exponent γ so that
− N
p
≤ β− < γ < min
{
β+,−α
p
,− m+ α
p+ q −m+ 1
}
. (4.7)
This is possible because of conditions (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 1.1. Since p|γ| < N ,
it then follows by Lemma 2.4(iii) with τ = 0 that
(Iα ∗ up) · uq ≤ Cκp|x|α+pγ · uq = Cκp+q|x|α+(p+q)γ in RN \B1.
Using the upper bound in (4.7) along with condition (iii), we conclude that
(Iα ∗ up) · uq ≤ Cκp+q|x|γ(m−1)−m ≤ C1κm−1|x|γ(m−1)−m in RN \B1
for all small enough κ > 0. In view of (4.6), this implies that u is a solution of (1.1).
Subcase 1b: If β− < −Np and α > N −m, then q > m − 1 by condition (iv)1 and
one may use this condition to find some
β− < γ < min
{
β+,−N
p
,
N −m− α
q −m+ 1
}
. (4.8)
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Since p|γ| > N , it then follows by Lemma 2.4(iii) with τ = 0 that
(Iα ∗ up) · uq ≤ Cκp|x|α−N · uq = Cκp+q|x|α−N+qγ in RN \B1. (4.9)
Using the upper bound in (4.8) along with condition (iii), we conclude that
(Iα ∗ up) · uq ≤ Cκp+q|x|γ(m−1)−m ≤ C1κm−1|x|γ(m−1)−m in RN \B1
for all small enough κ > 0. Once again, this implies that u is a solution of (1.1).
Subcase 1c: If β− < −Np and α ≤ N −m and q ≥ m− 1, we choose γ so that
β− < γ < min
{
β+,−N
p
}
. (4.10)
Since p|γ| > N , our estimate (4.9) remains valid and we still have
(Iα ∗ up) · uq ≤ Cκp+q|x|α−N+qγ ≤ C1κm−1|x|−m+γ(m−1) in RN \B1
for all small enough κ > 0 because α−N ≤ −m and qγ ≤ (m− 1)γ.
Subcase 1d: If β− < −Np and α < N −m and q < m− 1, we choose γ so that
max
{
β−,−N −m− α
m− 1− q
}
< γ < min
{
β+,−N
p
}
. (4.11)
This is possible because of conditions (iv)3 and (iv)4 in Theorem 1.1. Condition (iv)4
is only needed when µ > 0, because β+ ≥ 0 when µ ≤ 0. Since p|γ| > N , we get
(Iα ∗ up) · uq ≤ Cκp+q|x|α−N+qγ ≤ Cκp+q|x|γ(m−1)−m in RN \B1
because of the lower bound in (4.11). Thus, the result follows exactly as before.
Case 2: µ = CH . In this case, we have
β− = β+ = β∗ =
m−N
m
and we look for a solution of the form
u(x) = κ|x|β∗ logτ (s|x|), (4.12)
where τ ∈ (0, 2/m) and s > 1 are chosen so that |β∗| log s > τ . We have that u
satisfies (2.7) in which a, b, c defined in (2.6) are given by
a = β2∗ , b = −τβ∗(m− 2) , c = −τ(τ − 1)(m− 1).
Thus, the coefficients A, B and C defined in (2.8) are now given by
A = B = 0 , C =
1
2
τ |β∗|m−2(m− 1)(2−mτ) > 0.
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Hence, by taking s > 1 large enough we may ensure from (2.7) that
−∆mu− µ|x|mu
m−1 ≥ cκm−1|x|(m−1)β∗−m logτ(m−1)−2 (s|x|) in RN \B1. (4.13)
With u given by (4.12), from Lemma 2.4(iii) we have
(Iα∗up)uq(x) ≤ Cκp+q

|x|α+(p+q)β∗ log(p+q)τ (s|x|) if p|β∗| < N
|x|α−N+qβ∗ log1+(p+q)τ (s|x|) if p|β∗| = N
|x|α−N+qβ∗ logqτ (s|x|) if p|β∗| > N
in RN\B1.
In order to conclude the proof, we only need to check that{
(m− 1)β∗ −m > α+ (p+ q)β∗ if p|β∗| < N,
(m− 1)β∗ −m > α−N + qβ∗ if p|β∗| ≥ N.
(4.14)
The first condition in (4.14) follows directly from condition (iii) in Theorem 1.1. The
second condition in (4.14) follows from conditions (iv)1, (iv)2 and (iv)4 in Theorem
1.1; note that in this setting, the case q = m− 1 and p|β∗| = N cannot occur.
4.2 Proof of Theorem 1.2
Conditions (i)-(iv) follow from Proposition 2.2, Proposition 4.2(i1)-(i2), Proposition
4.1(i)-(ii) and Theorem 3.3(iii)-(iv).
Conversely, if conditions (i)-(iv) in Theorem 1.2 hold, then one may construct
a positive solution of (1.1) by using the same method as in Case 1 of the proof of
Theorem 1.1. More precisely, one can show that (1.1) has a solution of the form (4.5).
Since m ≥ N and µ < 0, one has β− < 0 < β+ by Lemma 2.1(iii). In particular,
our previous approach applies almost verbatim and one may choose the exponent γ
exactly as before for each of the four subcases. Since the proof is almost identical, we
shall omit the details.
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